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1. The Problem

The study endeavors to develop and validate an instrument for the identification
of artistic creativity in preadolescents by evaluating their art products for (a) aes-
thetic merit and (b) originality. The instrument is to consist of a series of des-
criptions of observable lualities of graphic and plastic art, presented in a format
that facilitates rating of each luality separately on a five-point scale.

The development of the instrument involves several steps.

First, searching the literature for arthoritative statements about criteria of
creativity and of artistic merit In works of art.

Second, developing a rating scale based on these statements applicable to chil-
dren's art work.

Third, submitting the items of the instrument to teachers for evaluation in terms
of usefulness and appropriateness in assessing artistic creativity in preadolescents.

Fourth, soliciting suggestions for improving items in interviews with these
teachers.

Fifth, revising the instrument in accordance with the evaluatins and suggestions
of teachers.

Sixth, submitting the revised instrument to a:Second group of teachers for fur-
ther evalUating and suggestionS.

Seventh, establishing the final version of. the instrument.

Eighth, training judges. to use the instrumOt%.:

Ninth, comparing judgments obtained by using the scale with nonstructural judg-
Ments of experts.

A. Significance: of the Problem

The instrument will permit research vTorkouts2 identify artistically creative
preadolescents, and hence carry out studies dealing with artistic creativity.
At present no satisfactory tests or other procedures serve this purpose.

2. Objectives

We are eeveloping and validating an instrup4nt for use in subse juent research
to identify artistic creativity in preadolescents by evaluating their art products



on the basis of )oth aesthetic merit and originality. The instrument consists of
a series of descriptions of observable dualities of graphic and plastic art presented
in a format that facilitates the rating of each quality on a five-point scale.

Bias associates with developmental level has teen avoided by exeludinifr,ifer-
ences :o qualities which have been shown to have a high degree of relationship to
chronological age (7, 8; 9), such as naturalistically correct proportion, perspective,
or local mior2 but are aesthetically neutral and consequently not essential to the
purpose of the scale. the reliability and validity of the instrument are beingested
aystemat.cally.

3. Related Research

Several researchers have used tests based on Guilford's factor analytic apprOach
in alaptations suitable for children, such as the Minnesota Tests of Creative thinki.
ing. This test battery has a high degree of reliability but is of doubtful validity
in ailessing artistic creativity. Drawings are rated along dimensions such as "origi..
nalite," "complexity," "productivity" "elaboration," and other qualities which may
be Lt ependent of aesthetic merit, Creativity has been defined as a novel response
eaat :ulfills its purpose. The primary purpose of art work is aesthetic, and novelty
alone is an insufficient basis for a judging of artistic creativity. Hendrickson and
Toerance2 referring to their test, the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking, admit
"Tiere has been no attempt to analyze aesthetic structure, and from one point of view
our not having done so may place in question the application of our discoveries
retted to the phenomenon of creativity in the artistic proCess." (4:37)

sections of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking (11)2 such as drawing and
arran4ng objects and similar measures used by other investigators (19 2, 5, 6)
typicaay present a highly structured task such as adding lines to a stimulus figure,
incorporating a given shape into a larger drawing, using a given shape in a series
of drawiegs (11), varying the arrangement of given shapes (5,6), or combining given
shapes to make designated objects (5). The mental set suggested by the instructions
is dire ted towards novelty ("sketch some object that no one else in the class will
think of") and variety ("include as many different ideas as you can") (11). Re-
sponses are rated in general on the basis of how much tile seUject did and how dif-
ferent it was from what others did, ("uncommonness of response in a statistical
sense," resisting "early closure of the stimulus figure,"'humber of details,"
"number of figures attempted")(11). Aesthetic qualities are generally not considered.

Kincaid, who soatliili: and found correlates of artistic creativity in flexibility,
fluency, elabosation, redefinition, and originality (Guilford's factors377i5gteM
creative ability from aesthetic merit, concluding that "The child's creative ability
is significantly more evident than his ability to produce aesthetically pleasing
pictures." (6:52)

Using college students as six ejects, Brittain and Beitel (1) found the relation-
ship between composite scores based rr elne Guilford tests and an art performance
criterion, a composite score based on judgments of creativity and aesthetic quality
to be .138, and concluded that a criterion of artistic creativity that goes beyOnd
factors Such as flexibility and fluency is desirable.
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New approaches are needed but little has been done. However, Eisner (3) at lc,
Rouse (1) have mved in new direCtions. Eisner 'developed a typology of creative .z

behaviors in tht visual arts consisting of four types of creatidty, boundary p14..
tng2 inventing/ boundary breaking, and aesthetic. organizing, each of which may -1*.
applied to foxo o subject or bbth. After testing the typology in asseosing crew ivity
evidenced in.,vt products ee preadolescents, he Oncluded that, "while the basic r,on.

ceptualizatipia seem to have sezile:promise, theipblogy needs further development and
Miedification".(3:22).

;.

Rouse (01 is developing 4',0-cale consisting0 a list of characteristics oflart
products, su4h *As ba1ancer.1-hi(*, and spatial**ization to be rated on the lOsis
Of the degre'e of primitineSS. ox sophisticatiOn 4handling. Although the 0,40.n.
eAude'item related tri Ireaty, such as "o0giO4lity" and "complekity",,A not
qeeigned to be tsed in evalaatingcreativilw b040der as an objectiVemeAOS

art protucts
. ...

Erocedares - Elam le I.

A 'the Pousi eo44#ting of state :ants. dealing with characteriSti4*
art Products, irawn.frOp./ the writings of 0.0t4eticians, art historians, deArgnerea
and .0,ucatorsi pro.10d a ppint of depart*ndeVeloping the'nresentYinS4g.
eete(See e.prendta.

The usefAlneSs of the Rouse Scale in4044fying creative expreSaion iti the
art products uf elementary*hool childreaSsessed in interviews with
teachers who 1:,pplied'.the scale to picturekeWeiementary school children.

:1: The VamWe

The aineteen parOcipants (all V4Oteers) in this set of interviews
includes male and twelve female '.t.eeXthers,, a male speech therapiewith
teaching experienee, and a female sch'eg nurse. Al]. were members of *eum.
Alter course on creativity. Their age040ged from 23 to 61, average 40
35.5. Tea were in .the,23-29 range. "pneparticipant who gave an approximate
age was e:scluded frei4:Ltieis analysis.

Of tde sevente. '..,eacherso four:4en'were in public elementary.achbols
where cusses are :,self- contained andis taught by the classroom.:k4pher.
One inte%'viewee waS .a junior high sch601Lmathematics teacher, another,:*

junior Ligh art teacher. The remaintngateacher was responsible for .arts
and crafts instruction in a state inriti:tUion for the mentally retarded

The length of teaching experience ranged from 1 to 32 years; average
8.4 yew's.

2. The Materials

a. A set of eight drawings done by school children in the ten to
twelve year age range. These drawings were designated as follows:



4. Pastel Abstract

n. A Monkey Woman

C. Mask

D. Yos.emitc.

B. Skyline

Intense Abstract

G. Rocket

H. Swimmers

b. A twenty'4.601, five-point art evaluation scale.

The Interview

The intervipees.vere told simply that. they were cooperating iiv/.*
effort to develop 6: seful system of juaging children's are work.':

a. Prior to *,7tw xopointment 71ictures were arranged on nt.able

in the folio-wing Tandom order (*c:op tp.1;ottam)g a3:t CT) .P1, E, C, Dr

The latervie:lel- ix:eseated the pi cwres .41;.kying: "I have here el'ght'

paintings by ,:lhajiten approximately ter to twelve years old.
ask you to jaelza them L. severa2-. but first in an overall u.s7.Y.

Decide which yo a like best, next t4c1T,t, and so on. Arrange th6a
pile with the one' you like best b*:ip, the one liked lep,st.61/

bottom.'? The alitviewee as euzotai-!ged to do this sorting fairl y. rapidly

and the,r,estg e-re reco24ed. k,est, 8 --- least.

b. Ne4t.rthe interviewee was aked 'Go tell in general terms the ;eeasons
for hischaces, being Permitted t'c; one or more of the pictUre's in

giving Ocamples. His reasons *other expcessed iu art terws

ordinary langueAe were recor,1-=4 verbatimu Although the length ofthe
interview vaxied ti.om one person to another, the aim was to keep 'it

relatively b.:0W (spproximately tan*y minutes) and not too de* tiled.

cu The liwenty-itm scale vo.s nexi; presented, with this explanW4bn:

"These ale same wvs of descrilx4ts pit,tures. I would like you to read

over/.1.1 the items and then che6h oLe set of them for each off' four

TOltures I will select." (intenriewees were give.. four forms--one for
each picture to he rated.) qhile the interviewee read the items ; 'khe
interviewer selected the ir.'..orvieww!,.'s fixat, third, sixth, and eighth

choices trim the overall ranking. Necessary but minimum explanation was
given in'answer to:any queshions and the interviewee was instructed to

respond to first impressions. Each of the four forms was labelled with
the interviewees name and the letter of the picture.

While the interviewee worked, the interviewer answered questions
when necessary, usually advising the former to use his aim jUdgment.,
Any difficulties in understanding items were noted, to be probed later.
Any other special behavior was noted.
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d, As soon as the ratings were completed, the pictures were mmoved.
One or more of them was replaced. if the interviewee requestefl tl for
illustrative purposes.

Next the interviewer said: "Now that you have had the exterience
of using theee scales toj4dge the pictures we'd like to know.abott

key difficulties you found with any of the items. Me, in whA;,:vigke
was dffi.lcult? Are the terms clear? Can they be stated..M:O0.
clearly? Hat:i.Would you word the item more clearly?" The int 4Vievee
was encouraged as much as possible to consider the items per se 4nd
apart from the.four oictures rated, If he hesitated, he was*eskedito
review the ttenty items to find possible difficulties. In elle..i,Yeasse

he was asked .tp, discuss item #19, originality: "How do you:JUdge:rigi-
nalityl What do you think is included in originality? Does'iheltem
cover what ybii'mean by originality? Would you want more than'One.seale
or is one sufficient?" Finally, the interviewee was asked for a geAeral
evaluation Oflhescales: their applicability, appropriateneSs, use-
fulness, incI0iVeness any objections, and any other commeni00. All

.

the intervi&WS responses were Peeee44. -verbatim.

5, Analysis. of Data and geasuits

A. OveralleRankings

There waS a fairly consistent pattern of agreement and.:diSsent
in the extreme choices. Picture was.the first or second choi40.:61
eleven interviewees, picture 2 of nine.intervieweesc, PictUre.:Was
the seventhor eighth choice of ten interviewees, and picture, of.
seven interviewees Atypical choices were: B the first or second'
choice of two interviewees, j the first choice of onev, A the second
choice of one One person chose E seventh, one chose k seventh, two
ehose I) seventh or eighth.

The terms, adjectives used In giving the reasons for the overall
..oenking are too numerous to list. By far the mosteeequently-thentionee
criterion was color: mixing of colors, arrangement, blending of color,
.ise of eolc:e.,.ete. Originality and imagination were mentioned by
aeveral.interVieWees. A review of the long list of words used revealed
Nhat appear to be three general types of terms:

1. Artistic--Objective:
Color, detail, textural qualities

2 General--Objective:
Clever, planning, order, whimsey

3. Personal (value judgments):
Messy, ineptness, "my own attitude", ghastly, not
pleasing°
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There is admittedly much overlapiiing,, especially between 2..
Such judgmentsas "happy" and "clever" could be either obje
or personal, depending on the suPpOrting reasons. However,
seem to be these three levels of jUdgment.

Evaluatibn of the Scale VMS

419.-011tdiNALITY (This was treated differently from the.other
items, which will be listed in the. order of the incidence of difficulties
reported.)

and 3.
ctive
theredid

sixteen of the interviewees thought of originality as haV more
than one aspect. Nevertheless, only four stated specifically thai; one
or more items shotild be added to cover the entire concept. Seven said
specifically the item is satisfactorY as it is now and the others4lad
no particular opinion.

The many.ideas of originality eipressed by the interviewees fall
into three principal categoriesi

1. Subject, theme, idea,

application, portrayal:,:representation, or rearrangement
of a, familiar stereotyped Ideai e,g. humorous swimmers, ugliness
of picture 2.

3,Aireatment:(technique): Color, use of media or materiels *,hAnking,
forms, detail, freedom from 4ructure.

#3,-LIVE NARIATION) and #13 --LINE (pa!mEss)

Eight interviewees had difficu lty with .#3; of these, five also
had trouble with... .#13. The main "problem was distinguishing, line from
mass, especia,14'in the abstracts where most of these interviewees could
not see lines. One asked if a cUbeis a wide line; another wondered
if the meeting of two colors is..an4mplied line. Another asked: :Does
line also mean outline? Again :: J4hat is the difference between the

two items? Theart teacher wondOed if #3 meant light or dark, Or
weight. She suggested another item be added, to cover "value ".

ftTENSE:41

Eight 6ubjects said they had difficulty with this term. JPiVe
people interpreted this term in 'the-psychological, emotional. sense,
even after explanation. One ofthe five said the physical and emotional
sent;es of.the-Word: are closely releted. One interviewee diknotknaw
what to look fti.iranother confused the term with balance. The art
teacher yondeiedjf the tension. Could be 1-etween colors or between
horizontal and :vertical lines. .
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416--SMETRY

Eight subjects said they had difficUlty with the term. Two

people were doubtful about "axle: Is it the center of the paper?

Is symmetry horizontal or perpendicular? Five people wondered if sym-

metry meant balance. One person,thaught the explanation was too wordy.

Twoleople said they rationalized balance in any given picture.

#8--SYMBOLISM

keeen interviewees said they had difficulty with the term.

Three did not know the meaning of ithe word. Four people thought t

depended on the intent of the artist. One person thought "unintended

symbolism" should be added to the Item. Mother said some drawings

could be both real and symbolice e.g. the Mask is symbolic and yet

real to a child who sees monsters on television and on bubble gum

cards,

012--CRAFTqp5EEP

FiVe interviewees had difficulty with the term. Three did &it

feel competent to judge this quality. One mentioned intent: The

deliberate or accidental spilling Of paint. One wanted somethin

about age level included in the' item.

#15-411Inwass/WIENESs

Five respondents said they had difficulty with the term. All

five interviewees perceived that these two terms are not true opposites.

Some pictures are neither careful nor free; some can be rated high at

both ends of the scale. One person suggested two separate items..

Another suggested another choice: "Neither careful nor free." Another

suggested: "Very little freshness or fluidness."

SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDED SCALES

1. Two respondents suggested an item to cover the child's success

in conveying his values er feelings.

2. Two mentioned contrast or brightness/darkness.

3.;Two mentione color.

4. Use of multi-media.

5. Viewer's personal liking for Picture (two).

64 The painter's satisfaction with the picture.

7. Measure of physical and.mental energy expended (interest

motivation!, inouisitivenessi etc.)

8. Active (busy) picture versus simple forms.



General Criticisms and Comments

Two interviewees felt the items were too constricted, too preci6e, that

more general statementss possib less than five, wuld elicit more spontaneous

responses.

One interviewe/thought that although the scales assumed art instruction

on the part of the pupils, the language in the scales was not too technical:

Two, including the art teachers felt_ language and vocabulary are real.

problems. The art.teacher -said a glossary. of terms would be needed by untrained

teachers.

Several respondents questioned the whole idea of "choosing the best". One

said there should be two sets of ratings, one artistic and the other from the

child's standpoint.

One teacher said it IS hard to compare planned and unplanned paintings.

One interviewee said the validity of the scales could be only temporary

since values change and beauty is relative to these values.

Since the items don't signify good or bads the equivalence of similar

rankings on differentAtemS was vestioned.

One interviewee said she felt she had the opportunity to react to the

child's and her own feelings.

C. Statistical Analysis
. .

In order tc determine which pictu/e was
ships between 4king'best, originality, and
were made of theMedian liking score of each
originality (variable.#19) for each picture;
(variable 20)

best liked and the relation
abstraction, calcUlations
picture; the mean core on
and the mean score on'abstraction

Picture g:(Okyline)) was the best'liked and also judged more original.
In general, those liked best (low score on liking scale) were judged more
original (high score on originality); and those liked best tended to be most
reprenentation4 (low score on abstractio4 (See Table 1.)

2. Relation Between Originality and Other Variables

To determine the relationship between originality and the other vari-
ables, Pearsonlmbduct moment Correlations between all variableOrere cal
culated for eaCh.ticture. Inter4tem'r's were also calculated:fdr the data



for each degree of choice (1st choice,ratings, etc.) and for the sum of
data of first and third choice pictures (Sum Positive) and for sixth and
eighth choice pictureS (Sun Negative) ,

The way originality related to the other variables was not signifi-
cantly similar for 1st vs. 3rd choice, nor for 6th vs. 8th choice. How.
ever, they were significantly, and negatively, relabed for the sum of
positive choice scores vs. the sum of negative choice scores. This means
there was a tendency for originality to be linked in opposite ways with the
other variables, depending on whether the Picture vas liked or disliked.

Among pictures which are liked, the most significant relationships
with originality are symbolism (r=.72***) and handling, which is a measure
of spontaneity (.63***); while among disliked pictures, items which inter-
correlate highly with originality are texture (.604 and dominance
(.58*wil. Variables most Independent of originality are symmetry, grad-
ation, craftsmanship, and mass.

In general, originality was related to several of the other variables
regardless of the pictilre used as a stimulus or of the degree of liking.
This tendency was emphasized for generally disliked pictures. For Pic-
ture A (Pastel) and Picture B (Monkey Woman), both disliked pictures,
originality was isigaificanta correlated with seven (out of the possible
19) variables; while the most popular picturev B (Skyline), yielded no
significant r's between originality and the other variables; and Pic-
ture D (Yosemite), which was also liked and representational, yielded two
significant r's.

When the results for all pictures were pooled, those variables most
often related to originality are Unity, Craftsmanship, Balance, and
SyMbolism. Those most.isdependeat of originality are Tension, Line
Thickness, and. Transparency. (See tables 2 and 3)

3. Pattern of Belation Between the Variables

An investigation was made of whether the pattern of relationships be-
tween originality and the other variables was similar no matter what pie-
ture provided the stimulus. That is, anzttempt was made to determine if
the pattern of relationship between originality and the other variables
is generalizable across pictures. For this purpose, the 19 correlations
betueen originality and the other 19 items for Picture B were treated as
scores, and correlated with scores composed of the same set of 19 correl-
ations for Picture C. This procedure was repPated for Oka, AxF, and DXE.
The pairs of pictures used were chosen in a random fashion, and therefore
compose a random sample of the possible Pairing of pictures.

When the correlations between originality and the other 19 variables
for one picture were correlated with the same set of correlations for
another picture, the results show that the pattern of inter-relationship

9



between originality and the other variables is not significantly similar
for different pictures. Even when the pattern is compared for the two
abstract pictures (A,F), the similarity is zero. In other words, the
relationship depends on which oicture is the stimulus pictures The actual
correlations calculated ranged from ..06 (AxF) to +.32 (GxH), and none

of them reached. significance. (See Table 2.)

Degree of choice also makes a difference to the velationship. The

way in which originality related to the other variables was not signifi-
cantly similar for either the 1st x 3rd choice, or the 6th x 8th choice.
However, they were significantly and negatively related for the SuM Positive

x Sum Negative comparison. This means there was a tendeacy for originality
to be linked in opposite ways with the other variables deoending on
whether the picture was liked or disliked. The relationship between orig-

inality and the other variables is in a crucial way determined by the
particular configuration of the picture being rated.

Note: Since not all p;ictures were ineluded equally often in .'ach level
of choice, these results partially reflect the oversrepresentaUon of
one particular pictilre in each degree of choice. Ism example, Picture E
(Skyline) was listed twice as often as any other picture as first choice,

so the formal ivalities of this picture disproportionately influesce the

relationship'between originality and the other variables in first choice

results.

4. Cluster Analysis

The constancy of relationship between originality and the other vari-
ables was also investigated by the use of the Tryon Cluster Analysis metiod.
The variables were clustered (with the data for all pictures pooled) for

each degree of choice, for the Sum Positive data,, for the Sum Negative,
and for all data summed across choices.

The Cluster Analysis results show that the variables do. cluster in
similar ways regardless of the degree of choice. They also shall that orig-

inality is a strong variable, usually occurring in the first or second
cluster, and tends to be grouped with the same variables regardless of the
degree of choice.

Three types of clusters emerged. One set refers to style (Originality,
type of representation, shape and thickness of lines); a second to a .three..

dimensional ,ualitz (depth, Lransparency, and t irtexture); and the thd7--
refers to the single-mindedness of conception (unity, balances and dom-
inance of a single tge77-7tiese clusters cut across degree of liking of
the pictures. The variables which are never clustered with originality

are: Texture, detail, depth, tension, dominance: craftsmanship, gradation,
symmetry, rhythn and transparency.

5. Comparison of Variables

Finally, means and sigmas for each variable were calculated in order
to allow comparisons of the variables themselves. Since each variable is

rated four times by each person, the maximum variable mean would be 20.0,
and the expected variable mean is 10.0.

10



When all the data Zoe each variable are combined, the means all fall

in the upper half of the possible distribution, i.e., each mean is higher

than 10.0. Each variable is rated four times rer person, giving a maxi-

mum variable mean of 20.0 and an expected variable mean of 10.0. Since

the upper end of each of the 5-point ratings scales can roughly be classi-

fied as the 'positive' end, this means *that the subjects had a tendency

to rate these particular pictures, on the whole, in a positive way. The

means range from a low of 10.2 for symmetry to a high of 15.3 for unity.

Originality fell. in the middle range, with a mean rat e of 13.2 and a

sigma of 2.6. (See Table 4.)

Symmetry has the lowest mean and one of the largest deviations, lead-

ing one to suspect that it was comparatively difficult to give positive

ratings on this variable.

Although the comments of the subjects on the item "Tension" lead one

to suspect that some were rating a psychological tension while others

were rating a formal .quality of the Painting, the results do rot :bear

this out. The deviation for tension is quite small so it is liplike:1.Y

that two entirely Separate variables are being rated under this heading.

One of the largest deviations occurs for the item "Symbolism" an

item which received many comments. Some subjects evidently tried to, con-

trast symbolism and reality: although no such comparison was implied by

the wording of the item.

D. The original (Rouse) scale was modified by revising and adding items:.:

The. changes were

1) Based on suggestions: offered by interviewees

2) Based on statistical analysis of each item

3) For the purpose of sharpening the differentiation between judgments

of aesthetic merit and judgments of originality

4) Designed to expand the judgment of originality from a single scale

to one having seVeral aomponents.

The revised scale is given in Appendex B. Differences between the original

and revised scales are summarized in Table 50
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Table 1.

Effect of Wffering Stimulus Pictures on

Relationship Between Originality'and'Other Variables

Mdilt.Ialaa
'Mean

Picture Score Meat Orig. Abstraction
......-.............

A Pastel Abstract 6.1 3.6 4.5
_

B Monkey Woman 7.0 3...5 2.5

C Mask 5.8 -::8
1..),

3.5

3) Yosemite 3.1 26 1.4

E Skyline 1.2 4.0 --- 3.1

111Intense Abstract 6.3 21 5.0

G Rockets 6.0 2..:7 2.6

H Swimmers 2.5 3.8 1.9

Table 2.

Pattern. of Relationship BetWeen

Oripinality. and Other Variable by Picture

Picture

B x C Monkey Woman, Mask
G x H Rocket, Swimmers
A x P Pastel, Intense
D x E Yosemite, Skyline

Table 3.

Pattern: of Relationship Between

Originality and Other Variables - noice

Choice

First choice x Third choice .16

Sixth choice x Eighth choice -.34

Sum positive x'Sum negative 1143

12

.n.s.

n.s.

.05



Table 4.

Comparison of Variables

Variable Mean Sigma

Shape 13.2 2.2

Mass 11.8 2.3
Line Variation 11.2 2.2
Texture 11.7 2.2

Detail 11.9 2.7
Depth 11.4 2.4
Tension 13.4 2.0
Symbolism 12.3 2.9
Balance 15.2 2.1
Unity 15.3 1.7

Dominance 13.1 2.3
Craft 12.7 2.8
Line Thickness 13.6 2.0

Gradation 12.7 2.9
Handle 1.2 2.2

Symmetry 10.2 2.8
Rhythm 14.5 2.3

Transparency 12.6 3.1
Originality 13.4 2.6

Representation 12.4 2.1



Table 5.

Items on Original and Revised Scales

Original Variable becomes Revised Variable

1.

2.

3.

Shape
Mass
Line Variation

4. Texture 8. Artistic Merit
5, Detail
6. Depth

13. Line Thickness
7. Tension 3. Tension
8. Svmbolism 9. Symbolism

9. Balance Balance

10. Unity Mity
11. Dominance 4. Dominance

12. Craftsmanship 5. Craftsmanship

13, Gradation (omitted)

14. Handlitg 6. SDontaneity*

16. Symmetry (omitted)

17. Rhythm 7. Rhythm

18. Transparency (omitted)

19. Originality 13. Originality
20. Representation (omitted)

New Scales Added

10, Subject Matter
11. Color
12. Form

*The Spontaneity Scale only covers one end of the old Handling

(caregfulneas--fremeas)



6. Procedures - Sample II

A. The revised scale was then applied by a second sample of subjects,

1. The Sample

Sex

Age

The second sample, like the first, consisted of volunteers drawn from

a summer course on creativity. Subjects were paid a samli fee for their

participation. Typically, the subject was a young (Mdn. 27 years) female

elementary school teacher with several years (Mdn. 4.5) teaching experience.

Females are even more over-represented in the second sample (83%) than

in the earlier sample (68%). Fewer subjects held jobs outside the publie

and parochial school systems in this sample. No subject in the current
sample taught art exclusively; art was simply one of Tally subjects taught.
Table 6 compares the two samples.

Table 6..

Comparison of the Two Samplesa--

Females
Males

Range
Mean
Ages 23-29 include

Years Teaching Range
Mean

Profession Teach High School
Teach 8th or lower
Other

First Sample

83%
1 %

23-61
J:y-3 .

2

56J%

0-30
C 4

6%
88°4

6 %

Second Stlik

68%

32%

23-61

35.5
53% of sample

1-32
8.4

84%
16%

More than half the secwd set of subjects (56%) answered 'yes' to the

juestion: "Do you work in any art media as a leisure time activity?"
When asked to list the three sUbjects they liked best to teach, 56% of

those responding mentioned art. In general, art as leisure and liking to

teach art went hand in hand.
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2. The Materials

The materials consisted of the same set of pictures, the revised
scale, and a set of cards designed to help subjects focus attention on
a particular area to be considered (intention, method, or comnunication)
and to help them focus on either the artistic merit or originality of
the painting.

3 The Interview

The instructions and procedures employed with the first sample were
followed insofar as possrble. The pictures were placed on a table before
the arrival of the subject. The standard (random) arrangement of tI.e
pictures was composed of two columns: B, H, G; F, E, C, D. The :alter-
viewer gave the same instructions as in the earlier study, and the or'er
of liking was recorded.

The 13-item rating scale was presented to the subject for rating
of his second choice picture, This was followed by the rating of his
seventh choice. Each subject thus rated one picture he liked and one
he disliked.

An interview was conducted with the pictures still lying on the table,
and the subjects alternately holding an appropriate card which read "Orig-
inality" or "Artistic Merit." For half the subjects, originality was con-
sidered first in all context; while for the other half, artistic merit
was considered first. The interview is given below.

"We are interested in two ideas, originality and artistic merit.
We realize that when someone judges a painting he usually groups these
two ideas together, and does not differentiate between them. However,
it is important to us to find out in what ways these two concepts differ,
and we would like your ideas on the subject. What do you mean when you
say a painting is original? What do you mean when you say a painting
has artistic merit?

"When you think about painting, you can think of three different
aspects or areas. First, there is the artist's intention, the thing that
is inside him that he is trying to express. It is what he is trying to
say, A second area is the artist's technique, the manner which he chooses
to express his intention. Third these is the 'message' of the painting,
what it actually communicates to a person who looks at it. We will con-
sider each of these three areas in turn to try to see if it is possible
to differentiate originality and artistic merit with respect to each of
these. (Pausefor questions.)

"Now I would like you to look at theee pictures again.

(Pause while subject looks at paintings.)
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"First I would like you to concentrate on the artist's intention,

the conceptualization that lies behind the painting. Disregard how well

you think the artist has succeeded in carrying out this intention. First

choose the picture wLich shows the most original intention. Now choose

the picture where the intention or the conceptualization shows the most

artistic merit.

Inquiry: If S. chooses theme icture for both: I see you have

chosen the same picture. Do you think that as far as the

artist's intention is concerned, originality and artistic
merit always go together Can you point to any other pic-

ture here in which they do not go together?

If 8o chooses two different pictures: What was the basis

for your choice? What items or ideas were included in your
concept of originality which allowed you to differentiate
it from artistic merit, as far as the artist's intention

is concerned?

If S. cannot make one or both choices: All right (and

proceed to the next choicer--

"Now concentrate on the way the artist has carried out his idea, or
his method, .Pirst choose the painting with the most original technique.

Now choose the painting where the technique has the most artistic merit.

(Interviewer' repeats inquiry, amended to refer to technique.)

"Now look at the pictures as you might if you saw them in an exhibition.

Pay no attention to who painted them or why, but concentrate on the pic-

turets effect on you, what it says to you. 'Choose the picture which Makes

the most original communication to you Now choose the one whose commu-

nication, in your view, has the most artistic merit.

(Inquiry repeated.)

"Now we have covered three aspects of painting: The artist's intent;

his success in carrying out this intent; and the. communication of the

painting. In which of these aspects was it easiest for you to differentiate

originality and artistic merit? In which aspect was it hardest? Is there

any aspect where the differentiation makes no sense to you?

"Finally, do you remember ever seeing a painting which struck you at
the time as being highly original, but lacking in artistic merit? (Des-

cribe it to me.) Is there any picture here which is like that? Or a

painting which had .a high artistic value but wasnot wry original? (Des-

cribe it.) Is there any picture here which is like that?

"Do you have any other comments?"
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7, Analyss of the Data and Results

A, Overall Rankings

En the second samplePicture D, Yosemite (33 %)9 was the most popular first.
choice, with Pictures E (Skyline) and C (Mask) tying for second place. In the
first sample, E was the :most popular first chpiee. In both samples, B (MonkeY

.

WOmna) was the most frequent last choice-and'.aIso the least frequent fir4 t:-
cholce. Table 7 compaes.the liking ratings: of the pictures for the -two OM-
plen and also shows the:mean originality scores for each picture..

Table 7

Comparison of Liking, and Originality Scores for Each Picture

ydn Liking Mean Otig ,:,>* been Abstract* *

First Se'Cond First Second Second

..25 ::3'. 4.5
* 8..5 2.5
1.8 3.8 305
* 2.6 1,4
2.4 4.o 3.1
3.o 2e7 5.0
2.1 2.7 206
2.1 .38 1,9

A 5.5 6.1
B 7.8 7.0
C 4.0 ..)8

D 3.8 1

E 2.8 i...

F 493 6.1
a 4.5 6,o
H 4.5 2G5

*So few sUbjectS chose this pi Otui'e as their 2nd or 7th choices.
that not enough ratings are avt,ilable for the computation
of a mean.
This item does, not appear oniieVised rating scale.

In second eampl4 low score F4 high originality; in the first
sample, low score low originality,

Both samples liked realistic better than abstract pictures as evidenced
by the popularity of pictures scoring low on the abstraction scale. The shlft
from E to D as the most popular first choice emphasizes this tendency, for D
was judged considerably less abstract (1.4) than E (3.1).

:EL Subject Variables

1. Art as Leisure Time Activity

The second sample was divided into two groups9 the nine who answered
"yes" to the question about leisure time art activityx and the seven who
answered "no". Answers involving crafts (e.g. embroidery9 photography)
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were included in the "yes" group. The two groups so defined showed
a marked difference in their liking of the pictures. Theyes" group
accounted for all but one cf the first Choices scored by Pictmre D

(Yosemite) . Fifty six percent of them chose D as the most liked pictures
while only l of the "no" group chose D. The "yes" group also disliked
Picture B (Monkey Woman) more intensely,, 78% or them giving it fth
place, while. .only 57% of the "no" group listed B as the most.disaked
picture. Both of these findings indicate that the "yes" group likes
conventional) representative art (and dislikes unconventional) more
than the "no "' group. It may be that those who engage in art as a
leisure time actinity paint pictures like Picture D--landscapes where
the emphasis is on technique rather than original conception--and

. therefore respond warmly to this sort of art,

There was no difference in the degree of originality attributed
to either the 2nd or the 7th choices by the two groups.

10 Art as Liked Subject

When the sample is divided into two groupss nine subjects who
state they like to teach art (or arts and crafts) and seven who do not
list art, as a subject they like to teachs the division is almost
identical to the division on the basis of "art as leisure% and the
results are therefdre very similar. The"" likes teaching are'group
likes Picture D (44%) and dislikes B (78%); while the "did not like
teaching art" group is more varied in its first choice (D is chosen
by 29) and dislikes B less intensely (8th choice of 57%). There
is a slight tendency for the "did not like art" group to attribute
less originality to its 7th choice (mean originality score 341) then
the "likes teaching art" group attributes to its 7th choice kmean
originality score 2.5) s but this could be a function of the aifferent
set of pictures rsteds since each group gave their 7th choice scores
to different pictures.

C. Aspect of Painting Variables

Table 8 shows the extent to which the subjects were able to differ.
entiate between originality and artistic merit in each of the three as-
pects coveredeeintentions methods and communication.

From Table 8 it can be seen that a majority of subjects could differ-
entiate originality and artistic merit in each of the three areass and
that when directly questioned very few subjects claimed that originality
and artistic merit "always go together", Successful differentiation
was made most frequently in the area of the artist's intention. Failure
to differentiate occurred most often when the artistgs method (technique)
was being considered.

Although "intention" was the aspect most successfully differentiateds
it was also mentioned by an overwhelming majority (65% vs. 211% f,er com-
munication and 1:e for method) as being the hardest diffeentiation to



Table 8.

Differentiation of Originality
and Artistic Merit

OWOOLOW010343..WmItillae.W.V.A.W...14.1.416i7m0a001.100111.

Intention Method Communication
N 0 IrIT'' 11'77

Unable to differentiate 3 17 8 44 6 33

Claim Always Same 0 0 3 17 1 6

Easiest to differentiate* 5 28 7 a9 7 39
Hardest to differentiate* /1 65 3 18 4 24
Diffc makes no senseq*N- 5 36 3 24 5 35

*Percent adds to more than 100 because many subjects listed more than one areao
1* An additional 27% of the subjects answered "none" to this question.

Table 9.

Pictures Most Freaptly Chosen for Origiqata
and Artistic Merit

kla&Vla Artistic MkrA-it

Picture ga Picture %

Intentioa C 44- D 33

Method C 47 E 22
C 22
D 22

Communication C 35 C 24-

E 24-
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Perhaps intention was the most successful differenUation not because it
was an easier concept to handle, but because itvas in all cases presented
first, before the choices in the areas of method and communication, It
maybe that the subjects were only able to make a global choice between
originality and artistic merit, and having done so at the first opportunity
(which was the area of intention), had exhausted the difference avd were..
unable to proceed with the distinction, In order to check this, one would.
have to control for the order of presentation of the three areas, something
that was not done in this study. An alternative hypothesis is that having
made one choice, the subjects became confused, despite the notation of the
aspects of the work listed on the cards they were holdfmg,

There was considerable overlap in the pictures chosen most frequently
as the most original or having the most artistic merit, For all three
aspects9 Picture C (Mask) was most often named as the most original, while
D (Yosemite) or I, (Skyline) oeire:chosen as having the most artistic merit.
In fact, when all choices made for both variables over all three aspects
are pooled, Pictures D, C, and E account for 61% of the choices made
Table 9 gives the percent of the most popular choices made for each aspect.,

Thus although most a.ubjects felt they could differentiate between
originality and artistic merit in each of the three aspects, a consider-
able number of them were making the same choice for each area, This may
indicate that to them, originality and artistic merit are global concepts,
belonging to the picture as a whole, Table 10 shows how many subjects
did make the same choice in each of the three aspects,

The tendency to repeat choices was rather more pronounced for the
variable a rtistic merit.

It msy be concluded, that although the subjects can differentiate
betweeh originality and artistic merit, they do so in a global way rather
than in response to the particular aspect (artist's intention, his method,
or the communication of the painting) designated by the Interviewer,

Table 10,

Number of Saill-pAllnmaLIChoices

All 3 Choices 2 out of 3 Choices At Least 2 choices

the Same the Same the Same

% N

Originality 2 1? 6 35 8 47

Artistic Merit 6 35 6 35 12 71
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,7

1. Separation of Originality and Artistic Merit in Art in General

When the subjects were asked if they could remember ever seeing a
painting which was original, but lacked artistic merit, or vice versa,
a majority of them answered both questions in the affirmative. And al-
most all the subjects were able to point to a picture among the stimulus
paintings having these qualities, The paintings most often selected as
being original but lacking in artistic merit were A (Pastel Abstract),
B (Monkey. Woman) and H (Swimmers) all pictures which may be called unusual
or unconventional. Those most often selected as being unoriginal, but having
artistic merit are E (Skyline) and D (Yosemite) , both relatively represen.
tational. A, B, and H are also the most disliked three pictures (Mdno
liking rating 5.5, 7.8, and 4.5 respectively) while E and D are the most
liked (Mdn. liking rating 3.8, 248 respectively). Thus the subjects like
pictures which exhibit artistic merit at the expense of originality,

When asked to describe a picture they had seen elsewhere Which had
originality but lacked artistic merit, subjects described two types of
art: Modern abstract painting and children's art, Responses included:
"Painting to music," "children's blobe "modern abstract painting," "baby
scribblieeer "accidental art l" "Deli." The only exceptional response
was that of a male teacher who described an Oriental paihting done in a
way which satisfied the artist but "made no sense to me." The factor
which the two types of art mentioned have in common is evidently the
abstradt quality of the art.

In describing pictures which had artistic merit bdlacked originality,
sUbjects referred, albeit somewhat apologetically, to classical art,
Typical responses were:. "Dutch landscapes," "El Greco's Crucifixion,"
"Cornfields in Museums"' "Childhood of Sir Walter Raleigh," The common
element was the representational nature of the painting:: nine teacher,

however, referred to "Mondrian's squares.-the type you would put on.
clothing."

In general:, the subjects seemed to be saying that original art is
contemporary, abstract, 'spontaneous (childlike), while art with artistic
merit is old, representational, and dull. It should be remembered, how.
ever, that when presented with a set of ailmulus pictures* (all contemporary
and all childlike) they liked those with artistic merit and disliked those
which they considered original,

2. Definitions of Originality and Artistic Mert

At the beginning of the interview, subjects were asked: "What do you
mean when you say a painting is original?" and "What do you mean when
you say a painting has artistic merit?" The answers to these questions
were treated as definitions of the two terms involved. The ideas expressed
by each subject were summarized, and the frequency of occurrence of a given
idea scored across sUbjects. All subjects were able to express more than
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one idea in connection with each variable. For originality, they expressed
an average of three ideas (range 2 - 7) and for artistic merit, an average
of four ideas (range 2 - 9)0 Allowance.must be made for the fact that
the grouping of particular phrases together to form a single idea is a
subjective one, and would not be replicated exactly by a different writer.
In many cases the common idea was obvious, however, as when one subject
defined artistic merit as "pleasing to the eye" and another as "pleasing
to the senses,"

The most frequent definitions of originality were:

le New technique, treatment of subject; different version
of subject; the way idea is put down (8 subjects)t

2, Not copied, artist's own.idea; only he would look at
it that way (6 subjects).

3. Not stereotyped, ordinary or inhibited; fresh; not done
a lots not usual (6 subjects).

The first refers to the relationship between subject matter and method;
the second to the artist's idea; and the third to a quality of the paint-
ing itself, This division of the concept of originality is similar to
the aspects of art established for the interview: Method, artist's Intention,
and the communication of the painting. It should be remembered that the
subjects expressed these ideas before the interviewer mentioned these.
three aspects of painting. The division of the concept of originality made
by these subjects' can be compared to that made by the subjects in the earlier
sample. When asked to comment on the. Originality Scale, those subjects
divided the concept up a little differently: la subject matter, 2, new
arrangement of a stereotyped idea, and 3, treatment

Other ideas of originality expressed by several subjects in the.second
sample were: Something that is new to the viewer; new use of colors; the
artist has invented or created something that didn't exist before. The
common element in all these ideas is the insistence on "newness"--new sub
,sect matter, new idea, new treatment, new communication.

The definitions of artistic merit were a little more complex and
included some internal contradictions. Many of the ideas were expressed
in the "not necessarily . a ." form. For example, some subjects said
art with artistic merit is "not necessarily original." Other subjects,
however, said artistic merit is "tied in with originality." The not

necessarily . 0" form of answer indicates a rather oblique mproach
to the definition, as compared to the direct statements given as definitions
of originality, It seems that subjeCts are a little less sure of their
ideas on what constitutes artistic merit in a painting than of what Con.
stitutes originality.
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The ideas most commen2y given as definitions of artistic merit were:

I, Color pleasing or appropriate (9

2. Painting pleasing to the .eyes to
attiracttTe (9 subjects).

Painting communicates ideas says
a lot of things ( 6 stbjects).

LID Painting has a quality of unity or wholeness (5 subjects).

subjects).

the senses9 appealing

somethings represents

Other ideas less commonly expressed were: Sophisticated technique; good
form, thought provoking; subject well handled; provoking an emotional
response in the vieffer. Three subjects defined artistic merit as the
artist creating something new or different; a definition which is identical
with one of the definitions of on

The chief difference between the definitions of originality and artistic
writ is the insistence on the "pleasingness" of art as part of artIztic
merit, Eleven of the 18 subjects referred specifically to this pleasing
or attractive quality of art with artistic merits while none mentioned
it as an attribute of originality in art.

Originality clusters with a similar group of variables in both studies,
For the original samples, it clustered with balances symbolism; and unitye
and for the later sampless balance symbolism; and dominance. It *must

be remembered9 however;) that the direction of the originality scale is
reversed in the two studies so that although one may conclude that these
are the variables most intimately related to oyiginalitys they are related
in different ways depending on the composition of the other scales included
in the questionnaire.

There seems little similarity in the way originality clustered in the
two seediesy for liked and for disliked pictures. This is probably due
to the fact that different pictures were chosen as liked and disliked
pictures in the two samples, Since different pictures were being rated,
it is not surprising that originality clustered differently with the other
variables,

The two ciustexa which reappear in both samples when all the ratings
are summed are :me dealing with wbst might be called style (first sampLes

Deviances originality3 unity and symbolism; second sample: Balances
symbolisms dominance and originality) and one dealing with artistic merit
(first samples Handling, represeEitstions craftsmanship and depth;*

-second sample: Crafts unity and artistic merit) . This gives .some
evidence that artistic endeavors can be divided along two dimensions in
such a way that originality and artistic merit fall into separate
categories.

*Becomes part of the Artistic Merit Scale in the current study.
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Shove my degrees of depth
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rtt, (,),A: hvtoreen the
FJ1,zror?-:,F3 ti-ps yrAi desorib.o the pre:.uct

e )

r:7.1., 3 no 1:,iirt ci.3,.orwiritfi or park. ,s

r tc,111.5. .4 on

a .:Y? ;,1) ri ten: 8 1011.
"mt.tr.p.
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',21.kr-S.411:tr*

P*1(51.rP ' tomeiors.

R N.364pttaifi"- .4 araPra:Pvi.tre.itvwesi
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DI regard to wird-Rills* (form whi.011 vAle vuggestion tis) exprose ideas
othomiso io3uld you describo the product ass

Shows only a small Ogres of symbolism

Snows a nrderate erzurxt of symbolim

Shows much symbol:taxa* altho ut. some its of compositinta
my not bo emboli°

Shows a high degree of erymbolismj ocepovition is ample:41,y
symbolic
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Tza regard to balanos (shwa by zin kF,cit:0,1,1witm. or poioe existing betooet tho

elamento or parts of tha ctopoitiont onl,dhich may bo either symmetrioal

or agymmetrical in nature)v voA..d you d*worib e the product AS:

Shaas a ompleto la0c w type of balancs
..V111.14.

Shows ouly dmall trwutri:, ol any type of baiano8

Shama a ne.x)erati. fitiouytt of balance

k.3401iS VA< aucrunt, tf httlance

I

i

1 Shows a at nmatt o f toalimo,.. .

U. Ifortittia

In regard to id (ahown by the objcotis poesessing a sense of oneness;

14e*i ail means ate elementa appear to be adapted to a single purpose or

and), would you describe the prodtwt fun

...I, %ova a complete lack of unAty; ia disorgamitodt chaotic

:4:At?, iLES..=%e.4alw'

Shows only a smAL1 amount of write', organisation; ia

titt431 mainly chaotic

gicibra a moderato amount of unity. organisation

Shows yore unity, organization, than diaunitypdisorganisatitma

Shwa a high degroe of unity, organisation
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U tait-DolealamloSPoldrosiaze

- ragtA to donfilanci,3 ,sohovn t7 th' oih Moa, ther:9t or

eleraAstathi ocoppozitiort; all othero piny necondary rolo$00 *mad rm

ewearibe tho ae

Skietw a no tivArlar440 47:t

tval twortano4
parto art col awracsrlittior

&owg1 only a rota dominamo

Shoat m nexiszato aaaunt of dminame

Shwa d good devil ot ftaihance

Show, a peat awunt of dc.ctIrtancoL ono idoap themat oz

element of moth peater ikoortanoo than the otharm'

12.

In regard to cratftemiship (shown tyy evidence of competence and skill in
th handling of twatarialo and tools vhich prodnced the compoeition),
you deaorlbe the product at

Shows no oraftenalihiPJ has rough, unfiniehed, elude
appearance

Shows. only a small mactuit craftsmanahip; is largely
rough, unfinished ard exude in appeavance

Shows a moderate mount of craftsmanship

Shows a considerable amount of craftsmanship, finish

Shyers a groat ovat or craftsmanship; is highly finished
in appear/mos
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Tr mantta te? t21.6.1.1.eiEtA 132.10 1.17 dif.:N3rors.).oekf in 'thicknont$ litaclo wry

ranging thAlirti'!sa vizt.mome t.Paoxilosts.; d. OM° rib01

tbe produ4L aRe

Stogak artro.110.,1? lizea are preVittt,

althoutt snail hit mintot `hioltur
1.1x1 rric$ prksevvt ca2prox2matialy 75% tehtzt 25 tidcw,r)

afA,:mozz:Lrsaioll.
0 exemmete

ILA4402 50% thiokt or all 1,tatm aro

VItytta matity wathoagn ettamt ,of
a .4.

lineo am prevent (approxlsetaly 75% thick, 25A thlril

Mows extrema:4- 42kAck Iizeaj thin lint6 are presort

Li"g22ZgEdEitIlYkivAdatin.

In mgmr4 to otadatim (bowll by a suocesaion of steps Ave black through

grai to w)iite)0 would ytu describe the product aa:

(Motet colon can also shall griliation)

Shove no mettle/a

Shwa clay a small amount a imilotion

Shove a Itoderate amount of. mdation

Shows a good deal of grodition

than, a-great deal of gradation

1,1frirr,1,1,,t.1`
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Xrp~itmeAtvrIPftlik ry1d.usKtivnboAar4PANL

zr± in; (viham trier:tore; at1 euitterlals2 mad ateleraa
the klawtthetic tho taiAlizzltica o tools), wll. yua ettarribe

pxotlot

c.Thows on astrame.1,7 .;:ar-orty.:t.0 prsoieit tratitrent Of leateriSaS
It.004.z.rir. 4:a. '''' l''. '''

ctr ampacliment of

limaVerwt

I

461.-e$1 more of a tql.rett:..1., 3:r.rextise treateint of it o

eavloyzont frotraseas 1.73,4.14xtease although

sore traces of tbe Isittvr aro prozent
kjyasrlxims,tely yrecise treateritt of tlatreriala

arplAratent oi* frelftesa or flu,idnetts in tram
matc-triAls emauyrsint o toy

Shove more treetleen; j.b. treatment ot 'tate/i* or
employnent of tolls thEr 0.2retta, precise tmatamit or
.emplramt, iiltb,ough some tameee of the :Latter ere present

Mims an utresely ht.it cleg,7me ot rreersene, fluidrosse in
treatment or matarder orerrloyment of tools

&Mtn:4f, fil.ULISta
16.

regard to errietrthownit3 o.141 be as by orm equal dthitrisa.
bation a elements o either sid s of %et central axis) asynnetrywaad be
down by a centrol of the opposims'elamonts throagh a "felt" equilibria*
rather than an evil distribution): vmad you describe the product.***

Shows co:opiate symmetry

Shows sore syseetry than saysmetry

About 50(4 trynnetrical, 50% asylostricel

Shavelapro naymmutry than gpmertry

Shove camplete4spaetr7

.
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regard to illytm r. ;Y by zcaA-ted nureament, regular rapetition Tn4

reoccurrenco a any elomunt), ^u .,C you do9cribe the product est

414011.111t.

521cp4;:,:$ no rhythm

Sh. OW Et only a mall noun , of dlythn

Shows a me Ovate mount of rhytIm

Shastra t good deal of rhythm

Shwa a putt OVITIUtt of likrthrot

19. Non.Tra arenc aren

In regard to trnnsparencjr" (shown by the aolzal'or aaunt interpenetration
or overlappin of planes*. lines &idotor colors. one or more of vita& oan be
observod.bchind or under another), 'Amid you describe The prOduet sat

(Notes this item call also apply to constructions or sculpture vhere
string, wire, eto6g might be so to overlap or penetrate)

e

Shows no transparency, overlapping

Stunts on1r a smell amount of transpnrenoy, overlapping

Move a moderate amount ot transparency or overlapping

&Pick a consisiorablo watrunt of transparency or ovorlapping

Shots a great amount of 'transparency or overlapping
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tj.lows k:..:...-1.4.111.111.3....trry; i. sniitat:ivci atE

t '4.;q".1,"';'Y'S, '0'46 r a.t411tA arse
1:::,:3,1Y17, air-41".t ,It xidinary

e WPA M'41:Arritt

-Made fr.',! itenrw tatioh Re&'11-4,41 AlvtasTbion

t rtifiZtr:1`,,' o1 7,, aro 0:4-od ottt? tZ aibetritt.1.- .

teion (*.realism. --.?k)i Ii &Tie trio.1 or $1,1,1t444,1'., ar:.tziora 40:41..igt4ait
*r objects es they treisti thmtnixtiab. 1,:rovit3 itra shoot lats 4:40 atit:4wt
staugraltse or Anivtesalize 4.?;116 wouNi YOA) daneriba ti o dilklegtr

(Note: here r'ya es..7.4* ikx for a plc& oiarlted t intatt, und
not merely by a look

Showo mamma rettlism or nattralienq no widows a
abetraction on bo mom

Shove mom:. realist% o' nstareliam t asustrantiont tat Kee
of the. laittor owl be sem (anraxisiately 75% to 20)

Share about SO% xvillistn and abo'at 50% abetraation

Shore Tore ebetraotion than realism or naturalist, but soft
ot the latter ore t iseen (siVroxillatelY 751% to 25%)

Shows tme almtraotion; no eYS.dem t maliss naturam
lins *an be seta

. .
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